fMRI of delayed albumin treatment during stroke recovery in rats: implication for fast neuronal habituation in recovering brains.
Accumulating experimental and clinical data suggest that albumin may be neuroprotective for stroke. Here, we use functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of albumin and its effects on the recovery of stimuli-induced cerebral hemodynamics. For this purpose, fMRI activity in the ipsilesional somatosensory (SS) cortex was assessed using a well established rat model of transient 90 min focal ischemia and electrical forelimb stimulation. Rats were treated with either saline or albumin via intracerebroventricular injections at 12 h post-stroke onset. Despite this delayed treatment time, when compared to the saline-treated rats (n=7), there were significant enhancements of the fMRI activation in the albumin-treated rats (n=6) for both blood oxygenation level dependence (BOLD) and functional cerebral blood volume (fCBV) responses. Interestingly, the temporal characteristics of the ipsilesional SS BOLD responses in the albumin-treated rats appeared considerably altered compared to those of contralesional responses while such temporal alterations were not pronounced for the fCBV responses. These characteristic fMRI temporal profiles of the albumin-treated brains may be due to altered neuronal responses rather than altered integrity of neurovascular coupling, which implies an unusually fast habituation of neuronal responses in the lesional SS cortex. The correlation between various MRI-derived structural parameters and the fMRI response magnitude was also characteristic for albumin and control groups. Taken together, these data suggest that restoration of fMRI response magnitudes, temporal profiles, and correlations with structure may reveal the extent and specific traits of albumin treatment associated stroke recovery.